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KOSHER WITHOUT COMPROMISE 

     Orthodox Kosher Supervision 

maintains one of the quickly 

recognizable & acceptable 

kosher symbols in the kosher 

certification. The Blue Circled KS 

(Kosher Supervision) Is 
Attractive and Stand for Kosher, 
Innovation, Professionalism and 
Kosher without compromise. 
Globally,manufacturer and 
consumers know that when they 
see the on the product 

label, they are assured that  We 

develop a sensible kosher 
supervision program that is fully 
familiar with the manufacturing 

process  and we are the greatest 

available kosher standard.   The 

registered trademark of Kosher 
Certification has stand the test of 
time, it is widely known, globally 
accepted  and recognized. 
Therefore we have built 
professional, efficient and 
responsive processes. Our motive 
is, provide the best kosher 
supervision and kosher 
certification. We know that every 
day more and more clients  
recognize, accepted our label of 
quality, honesty and trust. And 
manufacturer, distributors and 
retailers they increase their 
products sale. 

OUR EXPERTISE & EXPERIENCE 

KS has shown the world in kosher 

supervision / certification, 

modernization and services since 1989. 

Honesty and the very highest 

adherence with kosher standards 

remain the base foundation upon 

which we conduct our daily activities in 

increasing rapidly changing 

environment. We also understand, the 

manufacturer’s wants their new 

products quickly to achieve the 

greatest success in market. 

THE ORTHODOX 

KOSHER 

SUPERVISION

KOSHER LABEL 
GLOBALLY RECOGNIZED & 

ACCEPTABLE KOSHER 

CERTIFICATION



The Orthodox Kosher Supervision India is the leading 

kosher certification company in India It has a worldwide 

recognition as well as international alliances. We have a 

team of best qualified professionals to provide kosher 

certification / kosher supervision services, which is 

possible in their care at the reasonable price. Our Rabbi 

having great experience over 30 years and good 

reputation of his name, in the field of Issuing Kosher 

certification according to the Law of Kashrut, and our 

Rabbi an expert for kosher food industry and kosher 

ingredients. Under their guidance we are certified agency 

with unbending inspection. We have good knowledge 

and also great experience in kosher food and ingredients 

with this we help to manufacturers get the benefit of global 

kosher certification and thereby take benefit to enter their 

product in the kosher food market. Company want to 

kosher certified and acquire kosher certification at lowest 

price. We provide Kosher certification in reasonable / 

affordable price to Manufacturer to grow up their export 

business. Our teams are committed to proactive, 

responsive, and helpful service. Contact us, and see what 

our experience, what we can do for you. We provide 

Affordable Kosher Certificate at on reasonable price. We 

always help to our new customer / company. 

Any food product / ingredients which is produced by a 

company and company thinks / require that our product 

need to get kosher certificate or kosher approved. 

According to the Kashrut laws it need to be approved by the 

Rabbi. Rabbi are the experts who have knowledge of 

Kashrut laws can grant the kosher certificate after 

supervision / inspection of the production process, 

ingredients, packing and raw material used in the factory 

and many more things which will be necessary for providing 

Kosher certificate.We help to the organization to how they 

can get the kosher certified as per Kosher Standards. We 

help and provide solution to our clients to get their products 

kosher certified. our certificate is approved by the Orthodox 

Rabbi and it is globally acceptable. If any problem comes 

then the Rabbi is always available to address any issue with 

the kosher food certification. We support to our client to 

acquiring kosher certificate from worlds reputed kosher 

organization. Kosher certificate issued by kashrus 

organization are accepted worldwide without any question. 

We are world’s reputed kosher certification agency whom 

certificates are globally acceptable. With all above it is 

needless to say thinking about Orthodox kosher Supervision 

India (kosher food and kosher ingredients certification in 

India).For further information, please visit 

www.koshercertified.in 

Orthodox 

Kosher 

Supervision 
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RECOGNITION 

We certified the pharma, chemical, oil, fruits & vegitable, 

packing and many more company—the       symbol is 

promptly accepted and recognized globally. 

RELIABLE 

Respected across the food industry,      Kosher certifies 

many of top food manufacturers, many of production 

facilities and private brands. 

GLOBALLY 

 We        certifies thousands of products globally, operating regional offices in India and our head office in Israel. 

Our network in various country and Regional Representatives in 115 countries in the world. In most cases, audits 

are performed in the local language.  

 PROFESSIONAL 

The Orthodox Kosher Supervision term are 

experts in Kosher compliance and technical 

expert. Our clients get benefit after kosher 

certified. We have a team of experts and 

experiance people who provides the better 

solution for kosher certification. 

INNOVATIVATION 

Our Rabbi having great experience over 30 years 

and good reputation of his name, in the field of 

Issuing Kosher certification according to the Law 

of Kashrut, and our Rabbi an expert for kosher food 

industry and kosher ingredients. Under their guidance we are certified agency with unbending inspection. We 

have good knowledge and also great experience in kosher food and  ingredients with this we help to 

manufacturers get the benefit of to enter their product in the kosher food market. enter their product in the 

kosher food market. 



0RTHODOX KOSHER SUPERVISION -: WORLDWIDE 

Our headquarters in Israel and regional offices in India help 

us to devolop Kosher supervision in various food ingredients 

manufacturing industries and prove our reputation for 

technical expertise, customer service, high standards and 

Kosher without compromise. 

We Orthodox Kosher Supervision and our goal is not to 

become the biggest, but to be the greatest Kosher 

Supervion agency. We remain steadfast in our commitment to kosher values and high service standards. 

Call at our office and know why Orthodox Kosher Supervision  is the leader in the kosher  supervision / 

kosher certification market! 

+917065337572 info@koshercertified.in 

Those with dietary restrictions almost 80% of sales in kosher products are outside the Jewish world. 

kosher products sell 40% better than competing nonkosher brands.  

Learn more about  kosher at www.koshercertified.in 

© 2018  Kosher Supervision  Kosher Certification and are registered trademarks and/ or 

trademarks of Orthodox Kosher Supervision in India and other countries. All rights reserved. All other trademarks, 

logos and copyrights are property of their owners. We want to remind you that products are only endorsed as 

kosher when bearing the symbol on the labels. Similarly, eating establishments are only certified when 

mark on an authorized blue color certificate. Check product labels regularly as changes in kosher displaying the  

status may occur unexpectedly as a result of reformulation. 

Israel Office: Nachal Tzofar 7, Modi’in, 7173568 Israel  
India Office: - C 133 Pandav Nagar, Radha Krishna Mandir, Delhi - 110092 Ph.: +917065337572 

Mail: info@koshercertified.in , ourkosher@gmail.com Web: www.koshercertified.in 
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